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New Charger Union unveiled
By Taylor Reed
StaffWriter

The brand new, $25
million, 90,000 square foot
facility all started with an
8.5x11'piece of paper.
Years ago, the Student
Government association at
UAH decided that the Uni
versity Center needed an
upgrade. In 2005, SGA wrote
a resolution to the University
of Alabama System and UAH
administration calling for a
new building to replace the
UC. From that moment
forward, the Charger Union
has been crafted through the
administration of 4 different
SGA Presidents.
Immense planning
and behind the scenes work
has gone into the Charger
Union as the design team of
university students and
officials have been meeting
even before construction ever
began. I, Taylor Reed, have
served on the design team for
three years and am the longest
stating student member on
committee. Serving on the
design team, I have watched
the building evolve from a
concept, to a drawing on a
paper, to a structure on the
ground. Throughout the
whole design process I have
been completely amazed at
the amount of student input
that has gone into this build
ing. Students have been
directly involved in the
-designing process from day
one. Tie process all started
with an SGA resolution, and
once passed at this university,
the bill was sent to the Uni
versity of Alabama System

Board of Trustees. The trust
ees approved a budget for the
new building on UAH's
campus and the process was
underway. The process began
with the touring of other
student centers across the
Southeast. My personal
favorite student center was
The Student Center of The
University of Memphis. Our
Charger Union and Memphis'
building have man similarities
and many of the concepts
seen today in our new build
ing came directly from Mem
phis.

"Now that's
one sexy
building."

u

Unknown
Board Trustee

After touring student
centers the next step in the
process was to create a design
that fit our campus. The
Charger Union is the bridge
between the North and the
South side of campus and
serves as the heart of our
university. When designing
the building this was kept in
mind and the exterior design
was intended to bring togeth
er all parts of the university
into one.The brick of the
building is the same as seen
on Roberts Hall or the
Business Building, while the
glass resembles both Shelby
and the Fitness Center. Of
many different designs, the
one we all see now was chosen
unanimously by a panel of

students. When presented at
the Board of Trustees meeting
on the campus of UAB I
remember one Trustee stand
ing up and saying "Now that's
one sexy building!"I smiled at
the then SGA President, Ravi
Patel and from that moment
on we knew it was "go-time".
Once building was
underway, the planning for
the interior of the building
was underway. Everything
inside of the building, as well
as outside was inspired by the
students, for the students.
Open sessions were held on
campus where students were
able to select everything fromtypes of activity spaces all the
way down to furniture and
paint colors for the building.
Serving on the design team I
can vouch that when a stu
dent had a concern, the design
team listened just as if it were
President Altenkirch himself
speaking.
Students have been
passing by waiting to see what
lies behind the walls and the
wait is finally over. Students
can now enter the building
through the two main en
trances which are accessible
from the greenway, which in
itself is part of the Charger
Union construction. One
entrance is under the "bridge"
which is the walkway that
connects the main portion of
the Charger Union to the
Theater. The bridge creates a
covered area outside, which
serves the purpose to hold
outside events with protection
from rain. Once you enter the
building you enter into the
SEE UNION, PAGE 2

Lady Chargers Thrive at Home
By Taylor Reed
StaffWriter

Before the winter
break began, the Lady Char
gers were off to an amazing
start breaking records and
extending records every time
they played.
The Lady Chargers
headed into the break with
one of the best starts ever as
they were 5-1 with the only
loss coming to Div. 1 Troy, a
loss in which they gave Troy
quite the scare. In all six of
the Lady Chargers first six
games, the offense put up
triple digits in each of the
games. This feat was not
only a first by the team from
Huntsville, but a first by any
team in Div. 2 history. The
Chargers were scoring more
than any team in the county
and playing defense bet
ter than most teams as well.
The Chargers led the nation
in points, point differential,
steals and many other cat
egories.
The Lady Chargers
thrive with the fans on their
side. Before students went
on break, the fans helped

Students enjoy the new Charger Union between classes. (Laura Taylor/CT)

Chris Christie caught
in bridge scanda
By Ashley Cain
StaffWriter

Juanice Newton shoots a jumper on January 11. Newton scored a careerhigh of 17 points against West Georgia. (UAH Sports Department)

lead the Chargers to four
straight victories at home.
With the student section
cheering, the Ladies averid 119 points per game,
at number is hard for both
teams to combine for in a
single game, but the Lady
Chargers were producing
those numbers each game.
Once the students went
on break the home team
started to struggle. The next
two home games the ladies
battled it out for the win,

f

but were missing the cheers
and fell short of the 100
mark. UAH reached a record
of 7-1 before the team really
began to miss the fans.
With little crowd
support, the Chargers lost
one at home before losing
the next two away games
to West Florida and Valdosta State. In an unfamiliar
situation for the Chargers,
they had lost three straight
SEE CHARGERS, PAGE 6

Dubbed by much of
the press as "Bridge-gate,"
the September 2013 George
Washington Bridge scandal
has landed New Jersey Gover
nor and Republican Presiden
tial candidate hopeful, Chris
Christie, in a pot of hot water
and at the center of several civil
and criminal investigations.
American voters
became well acquainted with
New Jersey Governor Chris
Christie following his excep
tional response to the chaos
and damage caused by Hur
ricane Sandy. Subsequently,
Governor Christie's actions
surrounding Hurricane Sandy
and his reception of President
Obama resulted in Christie
being named the United States'
most popular Republican and
a Quinnipiac poll showed that
Governor Christie's approval
rating leaped to 72%. Now
the American public will once
again turn its attention to '
Governor Christie, but this

time the odds may not be in
his favor. Despite Governor
Christie profusely apologizing
in a two hour press confer
ence, speculation remains
about whether or not the
George Washington Bridge
scandal was an act of political
retaliation against Fort Lee
Mayor Mark Sokolich's lack
of endorsement for Christie's
re-election.
In September 2013 the
George Washington Bridge
from Fort Lee to Manhattan
experienced what has been
claimed to be the worst traffic
jam since Sept.11,2001. David
Wildstein, whom Governor
Christie appointed to a high
position at the Port Authority
of New York and New Jersey,
allegedly ordered the closure
of two lanes of the George
Washington Bridge causing
the bridge to remain gridlocked for four days. Since the
George Washington Bridge
incident, allegations have
come forward that Governor
Christie is directly responsible.

To add injury to insult, alleged
text messages and e-mails be
tween Wildstein and Bridget
Anne Kelley, Christie's deputy
chief of staff, have emerged.
These alleged e-mails are
plagued with callous humor
and derogatory statements
about the George Washington
Bridge scandal, including lines
such as "time for some traffic
problems in Fort Lee" and "It
will be a tough November for
this little Serbian."While the
public continues to wretch at
the allegations surrounding the
"Bridge-gate" scandal, a classaction civil lawsuit has been
filed by several residents from
Bergen County and an inves
tigation has been launched
to determine whether federal
laws were violated.
Many are wondering
where Governor Christie's
fate in the Republican Party
will lie following the George '
Washington Bridge scandal
and what repercussions those
involved will face. While
SEE GOVERNOR, PAGE 4
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UAH Confessions :JNI°N
provides an outlet
By Ashley Cain
Staff Writer

While most of the
University of AlabamaHuntsville s student ac
tivities and interactions are
monitored by the "uppers"
of the University, whether
it is student life, SGA, RAs
or the Campus Police, there
is one place where the rules
are thrown aside and even
the most obsolete or obscene
thoughts are flung into the
universe for digestion and
acknowledgement. I think
we all know what I'm talking
about: UAH Confessions.
With an ever-increasing
audience that is currently over
1200, UAH students are pro
vided with a forum to speak
their minds without scrutiny
or judgment under a veil of
anonymity. UAH Confessions
allows students to step out
side of the perceived images
of them by their peers and
let loose. The page has been
host to confessions about
sexual preferences, struggles
in school, secret crushes and
issues with administration.
While many may discredit
the social media site as farce
or limit its role to a source of
entertainment, others view
the site as a safe haven for the
cathartic release of pent up
emotion.
However, at times,
the level of intimate detail
expressed can be hard for
some students to stomach.
Many students have grown
tired of the seemingly endless
posts about crushes or sexual
encounters and there is always
someone who complains
about trolling and the neverending posting of memes in

vidual issues with the UAH
Confessions page, the ability
of students to anonymously
express themselves in a forum
where they will not face con
sequences is appealing. Many
students fear retribution if
they bear their true feelings
and the promise of anonym
ity allows students to expose
these feelings and thoughts
rather than bury them. Also,
the high frequency of posts
on the UAH Confessions
page shows that it is obviously
meeting some form of need.
As a whole, it is
interesting to see the extent
to which social media has
penetrated the UAH campus
and seems to be meeting an
unforeseen socio-cultural
need. We can see how deeply,
technology has become
integrated within our campus
by looking at the number
of students on Facebook,
Instagram, Pinterest, Vine
or other social media...even
in class. Sometimes social
media can take information
or statements out of context
and cause issues for those
involved; on the other hand,
social media also allows stu
dents to air issues that need
to be discussed. UAH Senior
Kathy Lange despribed social
media, in general, by stating
that, "for all its glory, social
media can either be a best
friend or an enemy." Social
media can be a double-edged
sword, but all disclaimers
aside.. .post away.

Read it for
yourself at

facebook.com/

the comments section. But in

the end, there is no denying
that while there may be indi

main lobby. Keep walking and
I you will run into of the special
features of the building which
is a custom designed metal art
of a Charger Horse. In the
center of the lower level is the
atrium which has booth
seating as well as table seating
for students to eat the food
offered in the new building.
The two current food venders
in the building are World of
Wings and Dunkin Donuts,
each which take Charger
Bucks and Dining Dollars.
The World of Wings has its
own sit down area and serves
as a sports lounge. In this spot,
you can sit and watch all of
the athletic events on TV,
shoot billiards or play pingpong, all while feeling the
athletic energy created from
the huge UAH crowd cheer
ing mural on the wall and
from the sports banners
hanging overhead.
If you continue to
circle around the atrium you
will see the new copy center
for students, as well as the
new location of the UAH
Bookstore. Pass the vending
machines and more seating
and you will smell the hot
brew of coffee from Dunkin
Donuts. Adjacent to Dunkin
Donuts is the North Lounge
which was originally designed
with commuter students in
mind. The design team
wanted to create a space for
students who did not live on
campus to feel at home, and
this space, populated with
TV's and plenty of comfort
able seating, serves as a place
they could come to relax.
Charging overhead in the
North Lounge is a stampede
of horses. This was one of the
that has never been done
before.Trying to convince the
designers what was wanted,
and not having an example to
go off of, this was a huge risk.
As you can see however, the

The new Charger Union. (Laura Taylor/CT)

horses pose an outstanding
sight not only in the building,
but for people passing by on
Holmes Avenue as well.
The second floor of
the Charger Union is home to
all of the offices in different
pods: Dean of Students,
Administration, and Student
Life. The Student Life Suite is
where you will find organiza
tions like SGA, ACE, Char;er Times, and Blue Crew,
'ne exciting feature we
revealed in this new building,
which came directly from
student input, is office space
for student organizations.
There is now a huge space in
the Student Life suite where
student organizations can
apply yearly to have their own
office space, equipped with
storage and a computer.
Upstairs also is home
to many meeting rooms,
which can be used for meet
ings, studying, or simply
watching TV, as each is
equipped with state of the art
technology. If you are a gamer,
you may find yourself on the
top level most of the time, as
there is a large gaming room
dedicated to electronic gam

ing. The room is equipped
with gaming systems such as
Xbox One and PS4 as well as
custom build gaming comput
ers. Gaming not your thing?
That's ok, there is a place for
you as well. Just across the hall
there is a multipurpose room
fully stocked with sound.
Simply plug up your phone
and you can have the walls
bumping with beats as you
groove to your own music. All
of these spaces are available
for students to reserve and use
at no charge so next time you
have a group of friends and
are looking for a space, the
second floor is the place for
you.
Cross the bridge and
you come to one of the most
popular places in the building,
the Theater. In this space, 350
students will be able to watch
movies, have popcorn and
drinks, all for free.This space
is a movie theater; it is not an
auditorium or lecture hall.
With no stage and no desk
arms, the theater is specifically
designed to be used for
showing movies, and not for
giving lectures. If you notice
outside on the back Theater

wall facing The Greenway
there is a large flat metal
surface. This surface is de
signed to project movies onto
the outside of the building.
Once it warms up be on the
lookout for outdoor movies
on the back wall of the
theater.
There are many
hidden features around every
corner of the Charger Union
so be sure to walk around and
check it out. I have been on
the design team from day one
and have been in the building
through the whole process
and I still stumble upon new
features every day! See if you
can spot the horseshoe lights,
the horseshoe shaped bar, the
desk made out of the UAH
letters; everywhere you turn
you will see something new.
And next time you need
cheap date hit up World of
Wings for dinner before
playing some pool and then
relaxing with a free movie.
Then after, if you are feeling
really romantic, stop by
Dunkin Donuts and fill up on
sweets. The Charger Union
has a little bit of everything
for everyone!

Moonbuggy Race... Reborn
UAH Fitness Center:
A Ringing Endorsement
By Lucas Stewart

StaffWriter

By Nick Neely
StaffWriter

Though many UAHuntsville students likely
celebrated the New Year by
making resolutions to get into
shape by exercising and eating
healthier, they may be un
aware that the UAH Fitness
Center can help them achieve
those goals.
According to a report
featured in the Huffington
Post, 21 percent of celebrants
promise to lose weight and
14 percent vow to start an
exercise regiment. However,
by July, only 40 percent will
remain on track to achieve
those goals. Fortunately, the
UAH Fitness Center offers
numerous options for shed
ding holiday pounds, building
muscle and participating in
programs designed to im
prove overall health and wellbeing. The best part about
the Fitness Center is that
basic facilities are available to
full-time UAH students free
of charge. If you attend UAH
part-time, then all you have to
do is bring your official detail
class schedule to receive a dis
count based upon how many
credit hours you are taking.
Amenities considered
standard at a gym can be
found at the UAH Fitness
Center. Weight room, cardio
equipment and juice bar, for
example, are standard fixtures.
However, the Fitness Center
also boasts basketball courts,
swimming pools, saunas and
an indoor track. Some of the

most popular attractions are
the dynamic classes the facil
ity offers.The Fitness Center
is offering exciting programs
in January to attract new
members and to cater to dif
ferent ways to get physically
active. Swing Dance classes
are being offered to instruct
members in the Charleston
and Lindy Hop. Other new
classes also include a cy
cling workout and a fusion
kickboxing class. Different
departments in the gym, the
juice bar in particular, hire
students to work part-time
and will easily work around
your class schedule.
My personal expe
rience working out at the
Fitness Center suggests that
many students are unaware
that the gym facilities are
available to them. Typically,
whether I am lifting in the
weight room or upstairs
watching CNN while burn
ing calories with the cardio
equipment, my fellow exercis
ers are usually seniors, UAH
faculty and working profes
sionals who take out normal
gym contracts. Only about a
quarter of the Fitness Center
members appear to be in the
18-25-year-old college age
group. Perhaps some students
simply do not have the extra
time to exercise or simply
have opportunities to exer
cise elsewhere. After some
digging, I did discover that
several students have had bad
experiences while visiting the
Fitness Center. While many
cited the location, various

classes and convenience as
big pluses, problems with
the UAH Fitness Center
included bizarre rules, such as
18-year-olds needing parental
consent to operate equip
ment, overpriced guest passes
and concessions compared to
other area gyms, and some
dated equipment. The most
common complaint, however,
was the rude and cold staff. I
would have thought this gripe
baseless until a few days ago.
When I presented my parttime Spring class schedule
at the front desk, it was the
first day of classes. I politely
inquired if I could present an
other schedule in a few days
since my advisor had failed to
enroll me in a class I intended
to take. The front desk was
shocked that my schedule was
not yet set in stone by the first
day of classes and suggested
I sort it out before signing up
for a contract extension. One
other problem is the weight
room at times is packed to
capacity to the point of being
unsafe as gym members carry
and change out heavy bulky
weights in close proximity to
one another.
These experiences
aside most of the time spent
at the Fitness Center will
be pleasant and effective at
getting your body into shape.
When I weighed in during
a doctor visit a year ago, I
weighed approximately 235
pounds. After a year of regular
exercise and smarter eating,
I am down to 190.That is a
ringing endorsement.

NASA's Great
Moonbuggy Race has come
to an end after almost 20
years. Worry not though,
as there is a new challenge
here to replace it: the Hu
man Exploration Rover
Challenge. What started
with six teams back in 1994
has become a pilgrimage
for both high schools and
colleges across the U.S. and
the globe. Last year, the
competition hosted nearly
100 teams at the Space
and Rocket Center here in
Huntsville. In the past, the
event consisted of a more
than half-mile race between
buggies driven by one male
and one female over rug
ged moon-like terrain and
obstacles.
However, the new
course will be designed to
closer represent the geog
raphy of comets, asteroids,
moons and planets such as
Mars. According to' NASA's
website, this new challenge
will "focus on designing,
constructing and testing
technologies for mobility
devices to perform in these
different environments,
and it will provide valuable
experiences that engage
students in the technologies
and concepts that will be
needed in future explora
tion missions."This course
will include many obstacles,
including an ancient' river
bed with small rocks and
pebbles six inches deep, a
field of simulated asteroid
debris with boulders from
5-15 inches in diameter and

Moonbuggy lesson with Ralf Heckel, (second from left) Director at the
International Space Education Institute in Leipzig. Germany. (Ralf Heckel/
International Space Education Institute)

numerous erosion crevasses
year's event were Lockheed
and ruts of varying dimen
Martin Corp, Northrop
sions. It is also rumored to
Grumman Corp, Boeing,
be more challenging, which
Jacobs Engineering ESTS
is remarkable considering
Group and Aerojet, all of
that, typically, only around
which have local operations.
half of the teams complete
NASA's Great Moonbuggy
the course. Ultimately, the
Race was originally created
changes to the race are
by a local NASA employee
intended to reflect NASA's
to encourage greater student
ultimate exploration goal; a
involvement and as a trib
manned mission to Mars.
ute to the men and women
NASA Huntsville
that designed and built the
spokeswoman Angela Storey Lunar Rover (which to date
remarked recently that,
is still the only vehicle to
"The agency is taking steps
convey humans on a terres
to ultimately send humans
trial surface in space). Since
to Mars, so broadening
then, it has drawn over
this student design chal
10,000 college and high
lenge represents a logical
school students to Hunts
next step. It also continues
ville for the competition.
NASA's effort to use the ap The Human Exploration
peal and intrigue of its space Rover Challenge will be
missions and programs
held April 10-12 at the U. S.
as catalysts for engaging
Space Sc Rocket Center in
students in STEM - science, Huntsville. The race will be
technology, engineering
streamed live on NASA-TV,
and mathematics." Major
but attendance is encour
corporate sponsors for last
aged by all.
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VBC home to
another exciting
hockey team
By Nicolas Nadolny
StaffWriter

Freshman Goaltender, Carmine Guerriero, attempts to block a shot from the opposing team, Notre Dame. (UAH Sports Department)

Corbett s focus is on team
improvement not records
By Nicholas Nadolny
StaffWriter

UAHuntsville's hock
ey team has struggled most
of the season, winning only
one game in 20, but first year
head coach Mike Corbett is
not concerned about records.
"It's more about wheres our
improvement been. We have
improved a lot from day one.
We are seeing pretty good
consistent effort day in and
day out," he said.
With 14 games to go
in the season, Corbett would
like to improve on the con
sistency in order to get some
positive results. "We need to
start seeing more tangible re
sults whether that be scoring
more goals or being better on
the power play. We are go
ing to push our players to be
better in every aspect of the

game," he said.
Corbett admits that
some things must change in
order to get their first home
win or win another thrilling
game on the road."We need
to take pride in our defense,
shifts, scoring goals and keep
ing pucks out of our own net.
We need to do a better job in
generating a five man of
fense. We believe the win will
come," Corbett said.
Despite not scoring
key goals in key situations and
getting a few more wins in
the record books, Corbett has
high praise for goaltenders
Carmine Guerriero and Matt
Larose. Corbett said,"Our
two goalies have been our two.
best players. Our goaltending has been very good. Some
of the scores in some of the
games could have been a lot
worse. We feel really good

about those two guys. They
are gaining experience with
every game."
The first year head
coach will be the first person
to tell you that getting that
first home win will not be
easy. "I told the guys that we
are not going to get that first
home win until we earn it. In
order to earn it, you have to
play 60 minutes in our league.
You have to play 60 minutes
every night," Corbett said.
Despite the struggles
Corbett and his team has
faced in their first season
in the Western Collegiate
Hockey Association, Corbett
admits support from ath
letic director Dr. E.J. Brophy
and other coaches has been
great. "There's nothing in my
eyes other than having good
relationships with the other

of building great relationships
and supporting each other's
programs," Corbett said.
Corbett said the sup
port from students and other
fans has been pretty good and
he believes people who attend
a game at Propst Arena will
be entertained by how hard
the UAH men's hockey team
plays. "The kids are playing
for the name on the front of
their jersey not the name on
the back. I think people want
to cheer for the underdog and
I think we are the underdog
even when we are at home.
We are close to putting 60
minutes together."
The men's hockey will
try to improve on home ice by
seeking their first home win
this season when they host
Alaska Anchorage this Friday
night at 7:07 p.m. at Propst

coaches. We are in the

Arena.

process

When buying UAH
hockey tickets in advance
or right before the game,
you might want to consider
checking out another hockey
team that plays at Breland
omes Ice. That team would
le Huntsville Havoc of
le Southern Professional
tey League.
The Huntsville
avoc have been playing enning and great hockey
uring the 2013-2014 season
l their overall record be6-11-2 with an 11-3-0
at home. "We are
>y with the start. We
mproving every week. I
< we are peaking at the
it time for the playoffs,"
Glenn Detulleo, head
l of the Havoc.
Glenn Detulleo has
erall record of 46-45. since taking over in early
i of 2012 and led his
to the championship
of the SPHL playoffs
ast season. "It has been a
earning experience for me. I
>ecome better as a head
l," Detuello said.
Detulleo admits that
>est moment as head
I of the Havoc was
dng it to the championD round of the SPHL
fs last season but his
moment as head coach
osing the decisive game
iree of the championship
d to the Pensacola Ice
yers. With the Havoc
lome record being one of

the best in the league, the
road games have not been
too kind to them posting a
record of 5-8-2. "It's a tough
league to win on the road.
It's a skill. We are getting
better. We are learning as we
go," Detulleo said.
There are 27 regular
season games to go and Detuello has one main objective
for the rest of the season.
"We want to win enough
ames so that we can have
ome ice in the playoffs. It's
a big advantage. We hope to
have it for three rounds of
the playoffs," Detulleo said.
The Havoc were one
game away from winning the
SPHL Championship and
Detulleo knows there is pres
sure inside the locker room
for them to win the champi
onship this season. "There is
no outside pressure. There is
definitely some pressure on
the players inside the locker
room," Detuello said.
The pressure has not
played a big part in how the
Havoc have played since
the beginning of the.new
year posting a 3-1-0 record
while averaging 4.25 goals
per game. The Havoc will try
to improve their road record
and keep up their winning
ways when they travel to play
the Knoxville Ice Bears this
Friday night and Pensacola
Ice Flyers this Saturday
night.
The next time the
Huntsville Havoc will play at
Propst Arena will be Jan. 19
when they host the Pensaco
la Ice Flyers at 5 p.m.

f

Watts' tenwin season
a success
By Nicholas Nadolny

field and three times in the
gym," Watts said.
With new play
Twelve is the number ers coming into the squad
next season and expectations
of wins the UAHuntsville
higher, Watts knows that
men's soccer team acquired
there
is pressure to win at
in the 2011 and 2012 season
UAH
and he enjoys the pres
combined but in 2013 it was
first year head coach Matthew sure being on his shoulders."I
Watts that guided his team to think at a place like UAH you
a 10-win season. Under Mat should always feel a little bit
thew Watts and new assistant of pressure. I think pressure
coach Luke Oakley, the UAH is good. It makes you a better
coach," Watts said. He admits
men's soccer team went 10results will go out the window
7-1 with a home record of
if and when relaxation and
6-3-0.
laziness sets in. "I have a lot of
Watts said the key to
confidence in the players we
the 2013 season was confi
have here."
dence. "Confidence goes a
Before turning around
long way and I feel like that.
the
soccer
program in such a
was a major part of what
short
amount
of time, he was
helped us achieve what we
very successful in his twoachieved. It was down to
year coaching tenure at Delta
the boys working very hard.
State University. He won four
Credit has got to go to the
conference games in 2012
lads,"Watts said
and took Delta State's men's
Watts said the best
soccer team to the Gulf South
moment of his UAH coach
Conference championship
ing tenure was earning the
game. Watts admits his first
tenth win of the season. "It
head coaching job at Delta
was a big milestone for us,"
State certainly put him on
Watts said.
the
right track. Watts said, "It
With the 2013 season
made
me a better salesperson
being three months over with,
in
recruiting
kids and made
there is still work to be done
me a stronger recruiter."
for Watts and his assistant
Watts said he is
coach. "The big thing is
looking
forward to another
obviously recruiting. I will be
successful
season in 2014 and
going to local high schools in
believes
the
future is bright
Birmingham and Huntsville
for
UAH
mens
soccer. "I'm
area to look at some players,"
excited to see what the future
Watts said. With the 2014
brings for the UAH mens
season a long ways away, the
soccer team. I think we can
UAH men's soccer team's
be really successful in the next
main objective is spring sea
two or three years to the point
son. "We will play five games
where we can win champion
and we will have workouts
five days a week. Twice on the ships," Watts said.
StaffWriter

Courtsey Photo. (UAH Sports Department)

UAH basketbal busy over break
By Sara McMahan
StaffWriter

The University of
Alabama in Huntsville men's
basketball team stayed busy
over the break as they played
seven straight Gulf South
Conference games.
The blue and white
started the stretch strong as
they defeated West Alabama
(84-80) and Christian Broth
ers (81-77). Wayne Dedrick
led the way with 26 points
against UWA and 24 against
Christian Brothers. Conner
Blasi had a big night for the
Chargers against UWA as
he notched 22 points and 10

rebounds. Greg Gardner re
corded his first double-double
against UWA with 11 points
and 11 assists, and came up
big for the Chargers against
Christian Brothers, hitting
six for six from the free throw
line to tally 12 points for the
night with seven assists.
UAH did not con
tinue as strong, recording a
four-game slump, losing to
Delta State (82-86) at home
and West Florida (69-72),
Valdosta State (74-82), and
Shorter (65-67) on the road.
All of the games came down

to the buzzer, as the Chargers
slipped just short of the win.
In all four games, the men
were out-rebounded, losing
a hard-fought battle in the
paint.
The men bounced
back with a 79-72 win over
the University of West Geor
gia at home as the semester
began. The Chargers outshot
the visitors 51.2 percent to
39.3 percent as well as won
the battle inside pulling down
36 rebounds compared to
UWG's 25. Ronnie Mack led
the blue and white with 20

points, and was closely fol
lowed by Blasi who notched
18 points and eight rebounds.
Dedrick tallied 12 for the
night, and Gardner recorded
nine assists and nine points
for the night, all of which
were from the free throw line.
The Chargers look to
continue their stay at home
facing Lee University on
Saturday.This is a key GSC
game as the blue and white .
is currently 3-4 in confer
ence play. The match-up will
begin at 5 p.m. at Spragins
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Wolf of Wall
top, cheating his clients and
playing the system to perfec
Staff Writer
tion. Played by Leonardo
DiCaprio in one of the best
Martin Scorsese is about
performances of his career,
as close a thing to a living
Belfort is one of those char
legend you can find in the
realm of cinema, having been acters that should be com
pletely repulsive, but in an
responsible for many of the
excellent feat of storytelling,
most important American
Scorsese and screenwriter
films of all time. With his
Terence Winter create one
latest feature, he returns
of
the most compelling and
to the familiar grounds of
charismatic
people in any
organized crime previously
movie this year.
seen in some of his most
"The Wolf of Wall
famous films such as "GoodStreet" is a diabolically clever
fellas'' or "Casino," only here
film, continuing to find new
the criminals are Wall Street
ways
to portray the over the
stockbrokers
top
debauchery
enjoyed by
"The Wolf of Wall
Belfort
and
his
inner
circle.
Street" follows real-life figure
Easily
the
most
inappropri
Jordan Belfort, whose auto
ate movie of the Christmas
biography formed the basis
season, "The Wolf of Wall
of the screenplay. Belfort
Street" follows Belfort's
built himself up from almost
ridiculous drug addiction,
nothing to become one of
the wealthiest people in Wall including one scene that is
arguably the funniest thing
Street by his mid-20's. He
seen in any movie this year.
did so by skimming off the
By Paul Sorrells

The incredible thing about
"The Wolf of Wall Street" is
that it somehow takes this
material, filled with over the
top scenes of sex, drugs, and
profanity, and make it genu
inely funny.
Some will see "The
Wolf of Wall Street" as a
glamorization of a criminal
lifestyle, others will be of
fended by the sheer amount
of sex, drugs and profan
ity present, and others will
interpret it as something else
entirely. Luckily, Scorsese
doesn't take a side, he lets
the audience make their own
judgments and in a rare move
for modern cinema, "The
Wolf of Wall Street" encour
ages thought and discussion
like few other movies will.
£bjeS<£? I?s3b8ut the

Jonah Hill,left and Leonardo DiCaprio, front star in "The Wolf of Wall Street" ( Mary Cybulski/Paramount

beauty of the film is that it
shows enough restraint to not
make the decision for you.

Pictures/MCT)

The

Amendment xxi
By Rachel Palazzo
StafFWriter

Huntsville, Ala., is
quite a small town compared
to Atlanta or Nashville. The
bars it has to offer are few
in number and the good
bars are even fewer in num
ber. However, one bar that
stands out is Amendment
xxi located in the courthouse
square next to The Skillet and
Sam & Greg's.
Amendment of
fers a break from the over
crowded upbeat bars and
clubs like Fubar and Sammy
T's. Amendment has a low
key atmosphere with mood
lighting, handcrafted drinks

and the occasional blues art
ist. Among its drinks are the
French Martini and hand
crafted Sangria. The Sangria
is made there fresh, in house,
and can be ordered in white
or red wine. Both are excep
tionally tasty.
Amendment is closed
on Mondays and Sundays
but is opened every other
weekday. They are open Tues
days and Wednesdays from
4:30p.m.-12 a.m. and Thurs
days, Fridays and Saturdays
from 4:30 p.m.-2 a.m.They
do take reservations, however,
and offer a patio, downstairs
and an upstairs area that has
an additional bar. All areas
provide a chill, laid-back

atmosphere that makes it
a great place to just hang
out ana grab a drink with a
friend or date.
Amendment can be
a little pricey compared to
the other bars downtown, but
they do offer a happy hour
from 4:30-9 p.m., luesday through Thursday, and
from 4-7 p.m. every Friday
and Saturday. The service is
friendly and so are the regu
lars that come in. Amend
ment also hosts Trivia nights
and live music. A schedule
of their special events can
be found on their website at
http://www.amendmentxxihsv.comJ.

The
By Paul Sorrells
StaffWriter

For die-hard fans of
all things Middle-Earth, the
second entry in the Hobbit trilogy delivers almost
everything you could pos
sibly want. Audiences with
a less obsessive interest in
Tolkien's magical world,
however will probably be a
little less blown away. Tolk
ien fanaticsprobably don't
care that "The Desolation
of Smaug" has major struc- .
tural problems and spends
a lot of its runtime bogged
down by too much material.
Gandalf in Hobbiton in a scene from "The HobbitThe Desolation of
Instead, they focus on how
against allegations of his involvement.Ad
GOVERNOR
Smaug." (Courtesy Warner Bros./MCT)
they
get
to
see
some
of
the
ditionally, Governor Christie has fired Kelley,
most
iconic
scenes
from
the
from page I
saying that Kelley lying to him was a sufficient
book spectacularly displayed
firing offense, and Wildstein has resigned from
the way he slithered around
Governor Christie's initial reaction to "Bridgeplot requires it.
onscreen. Since "The Deso
his
post.
When
questioned
by
the
State
Assem
Some other problems his pile of gold and the way
gate"was that of indifference and Christie did
lation of Smaug" does so
bly Wildstein continuously pleaded the Fifth,
his facial expressions work.
not publicly address the scandal until Jan. 9,
with "The Desolation of
much right and so much
eventually
being
charged
with
contempt
by
the
Governor Christie is now in full damage con
Smaug" include the creation If the Smaug scenes hadn't
wrong at the same time, it
assembly.
As
more
information
comes
to
light
worked, the entire movie
trol mode against allegations that he directly
will likely become one of the of a new elf character Tauthe
entire
country
will
continue
to
be
mesmer
wasn't going to work and
orchestrated the lane closures."I am outraged
riel. Although it's easy to
most divisive films of the
ized
by
the
developing
details
surrounding
the
fortunately, the production
and deeply saddened to learn that not only
see why the character was
year but there's no question
scandal,
the
investigations,
the
lawsuits,
and
introduced as there's barely a team absolutely nailed it.
was I misled by a member of my staff, but this
that overall, it's a ridiculous
most importantly where Governor Christies
The preceding two
completely inappropriate and unsanctioned^
single speaking female char
ly entertaining film, and for
fete will fall in the upcoming polls and projec
hours
of
the movie take
conduct was made without my knowledge,"
acter in Tolkien's book, the
Tolkien enthusiasts a near
tions for the 2016 Presidential Election.
us
on
an
absolute whirl
Governor Christie said, defending himself
result is that Jackson intro
perfect one.
wind
tour
of some of the
duces yet another new char
Much of the prob
most
memorable
images of
acter in a movie that already
lems that plagued the first
Tolkien's
novel.
Beorn
is an
had too many characters
film are still in plain view
extremely
interesting
char
yet to be developed. Tauriel
in the second entry. The
acter who sadly only stays
teams up with Legolas for
difficulties in adapting the
on screen for a few minutes.
some
of
the
most
ludicrous
310-page novel into three
Mirkwood is as disorienting
the movie, essen
films still offer a conundrum scenes in
tially becoming CGI super- and forbidding as everyone
for Peter Jackson and com
imagined it to be, and it is
heroes in their fights with
dish smelled of sweet and
pany, as the pacing in "The
ores, spiders, and wargs, and visually dazzling as well.
spicy ginger and looked just
Desolation of Smaug" is still
ribbean. Shades of bright
By Mimi Brasseur
Anchored by a brilliant cast,
the pair ends up taking too
like chicken. The tastes and
all over the place. At some
green, orange, and yellow
StaffWriter
the main group of characters
points it feels like there's too much screen time away from remains as likeable as ever.
textures were slightly differ
were scattered throughout
much material to be adapted the quest of the dwarves and Martin Freeman's Bilbo, Ian
ent than chicken, but to be
the dining area including
A few months ago,
the plight of Gandalf, both
and the film ends up rush
honest, Mango's did such an
beautiful paintings of par
I met people from Tobago
McKellan's Gandalf, and
ing through it, such as when of which are more interest
rots and Caribbean women,
excellent job with this dish
and learned that there is a
Richard Armitage's Thorin
ing narrative threads.
Beorn is introduced, seen,
that I now prefer this gluten
and reggae music was play
large Caribbean population
remain the most impressive
Despite all of its
and left behind in five min
in Huntsville. The foodie that ing softly in the background. over chicken. The ginger and
ly developed characters with
flaws, and there are a lot of
utes
despite
being
one
of
What
completed
this
voyage
Caribbean
sweet
hot
spices
I am, I was quick to ask if
Lee Pace's elf king Thruanthem, "The Desolation of
worked well with the arti
the more interesting charac
there were any authentic Ca was that every person in the
dil being a welcome new
Smaug"
is
worth
seeing
for
ters. At other times it feels
restaurant, except for me and ficial chicken flavoring. As
ribbean restaurants around.
a variety of reasons and first comer as well. One of the
like Jackson has to stretch
I expected from Caribbean
my guest, were from the Ca
To my surprise, they told me
downsides though, is that
and foremost is the titular
scenes to their limits, caus
ribbean. From my experience, cuisine there was a bit of a
that there were a couple in
it is still impossible to tell
ing the film to drag terribly, dragon. After a movie and
spicy kick, but I could easily
you know you've found an
Huntsville and were excited
most of the dwarves apart
half of a buildup, Smaug
handle the heat with the per most notably in the Lake
authentic foreign restaurant
to add that they tasted "just
and many of them have yet
finally takes center stage
fectly prepared rice and peas, Town scenes where all the
when the only people eating
like back home." One of
to really do anything on
and,
in
an
ironic
twist
in
a
the cruncny steamed cabbage, audience really wants to do
there are from that country.
those restaurants is Mangos
screen, although this prob
movie
plagued
by
too
much
is finally get to see Smaug
My guest and I found and the sweet fried plantain.
Caribbean Restaurant on
lem was also evident in the
CGI, he might be the most
onscreen.
I tasted my guest's mango
a table and the waitress
University Drive.
book and it might just be
impressive CGI accom
Once again, Jackson
quickly and kindly handed us chicken wings, and they were
Mango's Restaurant
that fifteen main characters
relies too much on CGI and plishment of the year. Not
delicious. The mango sauce
our menus. It was a simple,
is an easy place to miss, and
is just a tad too many for
only is Smaug an incred
not
enough
on
the
practical
containing
chopped
bits
of
one
page
laminated
menu
although I live two minutes
one story.
ibly huge and intimidating
mango was fairly sweet, but it effects that made his "Lord
with appetizers and a choice
away by car, I never noticed
"The Desolation of
dragon,
but,
in
a
rare
feat
of lunch, dinner, and vegetar made a quite acceptable com of the Rings" films feel so
this colorful restaurant sit
Smaug" is a fascinating film,
for
a
computer
generated
ian/vegan entrees. I ordered
pliment to the salty and spicy real. Stranger still though,
ting right next to Shooters
with a mix of nonsensical
anthropomorphic dragon,
is that many of the weakest
the
vegetarian
ginger
chicken
marinated chicken wings.
Billiards.1 pulled up around
action scenes, and bewilder
he has a clearly defined
scenes in both of the Hoband broccoli, made out of
Our bill was no more
5:30 p.m. on a Tuesday and
ing decisions, but with daz
bit films so far are the action personality. Benedict Cumflavored gluten, and my guest than $25 for two people,
was excited to try a cuisine
zling visuals and one of the
sequences which have ended berbatch voiced and did
ordered the mango chicken
and although I thought the
I was not familiar with. As
most impressive villains of
motion
capture
for
Smaug,
up carrying little weight,
portions looked small, once
wing entree.
soon as I stepped in from
all time. All in all it is a bit
and
did
an
incredible
job
both because there are so
The ambiance was so
I finished my plate, I had no
the cold, windy and rainy
inconsistent, but a fine ad
at both. Nearly every de
many clearly CGI scenes,
upbeat and friendly I barely
room for dessert. I'll leave
Alabama to the inside of
dition to the Tolkien canon
but also because no one ever tail about Smaug was done
noticed the fifteen minute
it up to you to order their
Mango's, I felt like I was
nevertheless.
with perfection; down to
seems to get hurt unless the
waiting time for our dishes to mango cheesecake.
immediately transported to
arrive. My vegetarian chicken
the warm and sunny Ca
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Aynslee Moon art exhibit Student Spotlight:
Grace Cochran

By Katherine Holden
StaffWriter

The start of a new se
mester brings an inspiring art
exhibit from the Huntsvillebased artist, Aynslee Moon.
The exhibit titled "Such are
the Spaces called Earth:
Paintings by Aynslee Moon"
is on display in the Wilson
Hall gallery at UAH from
Jan. 6-31. lhe gallery hours
are from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m for
any curious observer. There
will be a reception for the
show on Jan. 16 from 4-6:30
p.m. Anyone can view the
artwork, meet the artist and
enjoy free refreshments.
Originally from
Amory, Miss., Moon lives
in Huntsville and teaches
two classes in the UAH Art
Department this semester.
She began teaching at UAH
in the rail semester of 2013.
Moon received her B.F.A. in
painting from the Univer
sity of Mississippi and her
M.F.A. in painting from the
University of Alabama.
The artist uses a
variety of art materials,
called mediums, to create the
artwork such as watercolor,
oil paint, colored pencil,
acrylic paint, charcoal, chalk
pastel and encaustic (hot
wax painting). Viewers are
captured by the rich colors
and organic lines drawn in

Aynslee Moon's exhibit is currently being shown in Wilson Hall on campus. (Katherine Holden/CT)

by the smooth transition of
color and unique textures.
Some pieces are cut out from
older pieces, repositioned
together, and drawn on again.
This refreshes her work and
creates a whole new meaning
to her artwork.
The work is not only
visually pleasing, but also a
portrayal of emotion through
a visual experience. Moon
says the viewer gets a sensa
tion, an emotional response
to the work from the cre
ated spaces and describes
her work as an exploration
of forms and space through
rich color and line draw
ings. "I start with an idea of
an image, but I let it change
throughout the process, and
it becomes something else,"
Moon said. She likes to

explore how forms and color
interact to create a lyrical
sense of emotion that reflects
poetry. Moon describes her
works of art to be like "a lyri
cal dance" - something you
can feel in the way the lines
and color interact throughout
the work. The titles of the
pieces compliment the work
beautifully to create a strong,
poetic narrative.
"Aynslee Moons's
work really pulls the viewer
in from the moment they
enter the gallery,"Graphic
Design major Amanda
Blanton says as she recounts
her visit to the gallery. "I love
the mixture of vague aspects
with the detailed portraits in
her work." She experiences a
curiosity toward the techni
cal aspects of the work and

to the background stories of
the pieces. Blanton excitedly
says, "creativity oozes from
the work, and I really enjoyed
Aynslee's show!"
Dr. David Stewart,
Associate Professor of Art
and Art History at UAH,
comments, "At a juried show
in Greensboro this fall I was
blown away by an amazing
work of art made of cut pa
per. It was my favorite work
in the show. I didn't know
Aynslee's work until that
moment and I was startled. I
was not surprised though the
next day, when I learned that
it had won an award."
If you would like
to view work by Aynslee or
contact the artist herself,
please visit her website at
www.aynsleemoon.com.

UAH student. Grace Cochran. (Melissa Berry/CT)

By Melissa Berry

Mercedes-Benz Internation
al was looking for a co-op to
work at their plant in Vance,
Student, intern, and
Ala., about twenty minutes
co-op. These are all hats
outside of Tuscaloosa. She
worn by Senior Accounting
applied and interviewed and
and Finance major Grace
three days later, got the job.
Cochran.
This co-op was a paid posi
Originally from
tion that included a housing
Birmingham, Ala., Co
•allowance. The plan was to
chran attended Jefferson
do one semester at Mer
Christian Academy High
cedes-Benz, followed by a
School where she excelled
semester of school, for a total
in the classroom and on the
of six semesters.
basketball court. She took
For Cochran's first v
those basketball skills to
term, she worked in Mer
came back for Interview Day Birmingham-Southern Col cedes-Benz Fixed Asset De
lege before transferring to
partment where she was able
and over 100 students were
UAH.
Cochran
transferred
to work mostly on inventory.
interviewed."
because
she
had
her
sights
The
first half of her next
"Career Fair is a huge
set
on
an
accounting
degree
term
she spent in Corpo
event," says Crawford. "I've
and
Birmingham-Southern
rate
Controlling,
and in the .
been involved with Career
phased
out
their
accounting
second half of this term, she
Fair since 2008 and every
program.
filled in for an employee in
year I've seen an increase in
When
asked
if
be
Accounts
Payable who had •
the number of employers
ing
an
accountant
was
that
to
move
out
of the country
attending. Fall 2013 was our
Cochran
important
to
her,
due
to
a
family
illness. Co
largest Career Fair yet, with
says,
"I
don't
like
science,
I'm
chran
did
such
an
excellent
113 companies and almost
good
at
math,
and
my
mom
job,
that
she
was
awarded
1000 students and alumni
is an accountant. It's what
UAH College of Business
attending."
I'm meant to do." That fate
Administration's Co-op of ;
So what advice does
was
sealed
when
a
represen
the
year in 2013.
:
Crawford have for students?
tative
from
Impact
Alabama's
Currently,
Cochran
is
"Bring your Charger Card.
Save First Program came to
back at UAH; however, she ..
Dress professionally. Bring
speak
at
one
of
her
account
is
also an intern at Warren
your resume but don't be
An Intergraph represenative welcomes a UAH student to their booth at
ing
classes
here
at
UAH.
Averett,
LLC where she will
the Fall Career Fair at the University Fitness Center (SSC/UAH)
offended if an employer
Save
First
is
a
program
that
be preparing taxes. "It's tax
doesn't take it. Sometimes
allows
students
to
participate
season,"
she says, "I have to '
companies only accept
any student wanting to co-op resumes electronically. Also,
- Situation, Task, Action,
in a training program where
do what I love during tax
must attend both Co-op 101 if an employer directs you to
and Result - and informing
they become IRS certified to season." How did she get this,
and the Interview/Resume
students on how to respond
do basic tax returns for low
internship? "Through the
upload your resume online,
Prep workshops.
to these types of interview
income
individuals.
UAH Career Development .
do it immediately. And lastly,
The culmination of
questions."
"I
volunteered
to
do
Office," declares Cochran.
always thank the employer."
Career Awareness Week is
The Linkedln work
the Save First program at the
"I suggest everyone '
What if you don't
shop will give tips on how to Career Fair on Jan. 30 at the
United
Way
in
Huntsville
use
the
Career Development
have professional attire? The
University Fitness Center.
create your Linkedln iden
for
two
years.
That's
when
Office,"
says Cochran. "I tell
Career Development Office
Crawford expects more than
tity, how to make connec
I
knew
that
doing
taxes
people
all
the time to set up :
can assist you with that too.
tions, and how to make those 70 employers from across the The Suit Closet is available
was in my future," Cochran
an appointment with the
connections valuable for your Tennessee Valley and beyond anytime for students who
said. "Most people think of
career office. Even if you're •
to be in attendance.
career.
accountants and tax prepar
not sure what you want to
:
need professional clothing.
:
The day after Ca
Co-op 101 is a brief
ers
as
people
who
sit
in
an
do,
they
can
help
you!"
CoCrawford notes, "We have
reer Fair is Interview Day.
workshop explaining ev
office and don't interact with
chran says, "So many people *
professional quality clothes
Some employers from Career
erything you want to know
anyone,
but
it's
not
like
that
I
know graduate from col
that students can either keep
Fair come on campus the
about co-ops such as how
at
all.
We
have
to
ask
so
lege
unprepared and unable
or return. We've even had
;
day after meeting potential
you become eligible, UAH
many
personal
questions
that
to find a job, but you don't
students get clothes from
employees to interview them.
requirements, and the ben
you
get
to
know
your
clients.
have to. The people at Career'
The Suit Closet for class
According to Crawford,
efits of becoming a co-op.
Save
First
allowed
me
to
Services
are so willing to
presentations. We are here to
Beginning in the fall of 2014, "Last semester, 20 companies
meet
so
many
people
peo
help
students.
The experience'
help in any way we can."
ple who were beyond thank
I have had is invaluable. You •
ful that I was able to help
have to try to work while in '
them with something they
school so that you can have :
could neither do nor afford," a smoother transition after
she said.
graduation." From the looks :
After tax season,
jan 27-29
8:15 - 9:! 5 and 1 1:30 — 12:30
Madison Hall 215
of Cochran's experience,
:
Cochran learned of an op
it looks like her transition
Jan 27-29
9:30
10 and 4-4:30
Madison Hall 2! 5
portunity through UAH's
into the workforce will be as *
Career Development Office.
smooth as can be.
StaffWriter

Career Awareness Week:
January 27-30,2014
By Melissa Berry
StaffWriter

Are you looking for
an internship or co-op? Are
you about to graduate? Are
you looking to enter the job
market soon? If so, mark
your calendars for Career
Awareness Week 2014.
Career Awareness
Week kicks off on Jan. 27
and culminates with Career
Fair on Jan. 30. The Career
Development Office at the
Student Success Center will
be hosting workshops all
week, assisting students with
resume reviews, interview
preparation and more. Three
workshops will be held prior
to Career Fair: Interview/
Resume Prep, a Linkedln
Workshop, and Co-op 101.
The Interview and
Resume Preparation work
shop will help students pre
pare their resumes inform
ing them of what should be
included and what should be
omitted from your resume.
In addition, they will educate
students on what to wear and
how to answer questions in
an interview. UAH Career
Programs Manager Kellee
Crawford says, "Students go
ing out into the job market
need to understand the new
trend in interviews. We will
be explaining this interview
technique known as STAR

Schedule of Events for Career Awareness Week, Spring 2014
Interview/Resume Prep
Co-op 101

'

M

1

1

Jan 27-29

1-2

If you have any questions regarding Career Week, please go to http://www.uah.edu/ssc/career-suppQrt/career-fair. For
list of employers that will be at Career Fair go to http://uahcareer.experience.com.
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CHARGERS
from page I
games and even with one of the best starts
in school history, the reigning GSC Cham
pions found themselves with a losing record
(2-3) in the conference. UAH would face
one more road challenge against
Shorter where they earned a hard fought
victory to be .500 in the conference.
Saturday, in the comfort of Spragins,
shooting in front of their fans, the Lady
Chargers were back. With the largest
student section all season, the ladies showed
why they need their fans. The pressure

defense and fast paced offense was back.
Fueled by the stands filled with blue, UAH
jumped to a 44-14 lead at half. In a season
best defensive first half, the Lady Chargers
only extended their lead and took the win
82-42.
For the team in blue, it feels good to
be at home! The Lady Chargers have proven
to play best for their fans, so Charger
Nation, we need you in Spragins this
Saturday for the next home game as the
ladies take on Lee University.

Are you in the zone?
Mission Driven Research is currently seeking to grow its intern
workforce, primarily in the areas of engineering (priority given to
Mechanical, Aerospace, Electrical, and Systems Engineers) and
Computer Science. Other majors will also be considered for future
opportunities. To qualify for these immediate positions, students
must reside in a region defined as a HUBZone (defined here:
http://map.sba.gov/hubzone/maps/). The map below highlights
the portion of the UAH campus and surrounding area that falls
within the HUBZone.
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Campus News Editor
Melissa Berry

Service to our Employees
5^ Service to our Community
This mission focus is unique within the industry and is designed to foster
a highly satisfying work environment, motivating employees to excellence.

News Editor
Lucas Stewart

Sports Editor
Taylor Reed

MISSION DRIVEN RESEARCH

Advisor
Dr. Clarke Rountree

For more information about MDR,
visit our website: www.missiondrivenresearch.com

Staff Writers
Ashley Baker
Claudia Mesnil-Baez

COMMIT TO BE FIT

Melissa Berry

This Spring with Just Move It

Mimi Brasseur

Starting January 27, 2014

Ashley Cain
Jeff Carr
Samuel Gibby

JllSt Move

It

(JMI) is UAH's 10 week fitness initiative that is open to all

faculty, staff, students, and alumni. JMI encourages the UAH community to get
up and get moving and to adopt healthy lifestyle behaviors, all in an effort to

Katherine Holden

improve the health and fitness of our campus community. Participants set their

Sara McMahan

own exercise goals and track their progress online.

Nicholas Nadolny
Nick Neely
Summer Roden
Megan Roman
Kashmira Samel
Paul Sorrel Is
Derek Williamson
slip

Davis Vail

Enjoy writing?
Looking for extra cash?
Write for the Charger Times!
Enjoy marketing?
Join our Sales Team!
Email us today!
chargertimes@uah.edu

Win Free Prizes and Participate in Exciting Events on Campus!
Just Move It 2014 kicks off on January 27th. We have lots of activities planned
to help you have fun while getting fit. UAH was ranked as one of the 20 Fittest
Colleges in America for its Just Move It program (MSN, Fitbie). Try it out and see
what Just Move It can do for you!

For information, visit www.uah.edu/jmi
or contact 256.824.6007 or jmi@uah.edu.
Find us on Facebook at
www.facebook.com/UAHJMI.

